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Born in 1759 in Geneva, Charles Antoine Girardier, 
maître horloger, well-known all over the world, had 
a profound watchmaking know-how inherited by his 
ancestors. All horological secrets were transmitted from 
one generation to the next.

At the beginning of the 19th Century, together with 
others watchmaking masters, he was working on a new 
invention (later known as a tourbillon complication), 
quite ambitious at the time, supposed to counteract 
the negative effects of gravity on time precision, quite 
substantial on mechanical movements. Charles Girardier 
has worked body and soul to fulfill his intention to achieve 
such an unimaginable technical progress. Even time 
itself would not be an obstacle big enough to hinder the 
realization of his long lasting dream. More than 200 years 
later, Charles-Girardier.com has produced in his honor 
and his name, the outstanding design in limited edition of 
an exceptional tourbillon collection 2018/2019.

HIS TORY

Rational 
knowledge,

progress
and freedom
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Transmitting a living spiritual heritage inspired by 
the greatest thinker from the Renaissance period has 
greatly contributed to the ancestral tradition of fine 
watchmaking.

Loyal commitment to cultural and human values 
enhanced by very specific technologies have kept this 
spiritual heritage quite alive.

This loyalty is an essential element of continuity or 
longevity. Nevertheless the entrepreneurs at charles.
girardier.com at work now, are quite aware of the 
economic realities of the present , navigating between 
innovation and tradition, between know-how transmitted 
from the past and modernism. Unwilling to rest on their 
laurels they are constantly striving to achieve even more 
than previous generations.

In the eighties, after the so called Quartz crisis, the 
notion of “haute-horlogerie” regained all its strength 
and importance when it was necessary to reposition 
Swiss mechanical watches in the professions of arts and 
luxury while perpetuating ancestral Swiss watchmaking 
tradition.

TR A DITION

Still living spiritual Heritage
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Watchmaking in haute-horlogerie is distinguished by 
the excellence of its craft: An outstanding art and luxury 
design as the finish of all decoration such Geneva stripes 
(côtes de Genève) while impeccable technical precision 
in all its sophisticated, miniaturized movements requires 
incredible patience and dexterity. The similarities with 
“haute couture” are quite obvious.

Born two hundred years ago, the Swiss Haute-
Horlogerie has been blessed already by an achievement of 
a technical feat unimaginable in complexity and precision: 
the tourbillon.

It is known as the queen of horological complications. 
For the first time, the negative effects of gravity could 
be compensated by rebalancing the various vertical 

HAU TE-HORLOGERIE

positions of the watch on the wrist of its owner through 
technically imposing on the escapement-pendulum 
assembly a regular vertical rotation (every minute).

The extra-thin tourbillon generations

Today Tourbillon creations are extremely thin, 
lightweight and resistant. The utter beauty of the models 
and the incredible know-how of the master watchmakers 
required has given the tourbillon its nobility. This 
handicraft marvel is still subject to more and more 
ambitious innovation never too extravagant for lovers of 
outstanding creations by the Swiss haute horlogerie.
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Circular-grained bottom plate on dial side and bar side, 
fine circular-graining below gear wheel, rhodium plated.
Bridges with double snailing rhodium plated.
Diamond-polished chamfers, sinks and counter sinks.
Gear wheel circular-graining on both faces.
Titanium tourbillon cage.

SPECIFIC FE AT URES

Winding Manuel
Dimension 31.10mm
Thickness 3.40mm

Nr. of components 160
Nr. of jewels 22
100% Swiss made
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